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Abstract

We show that if M is a compact simply connected riema,nnian manifold
whose geodesic flow is completely integrable with non-degenerate first integrals,
then the loop space homology of Al grows sub-exponentially. 'Ne also show that
if for some point p E M, the geodesie flow of M admits action-angle coordinates
with singularities in a. neighborhood of every vector in the unit sphere at p, then
M is Z-elliptic [9].

1 Introduction

In this paper we continue the investigation we began in [21, 22, 23] concerning topo
logical properties of 111anifolds with cOlnpletely integrable geodesie fiows.

It is a classical result of Dinaburg [4] that the vanishing of the topological ent.ropy
htop of the geodesic flow 'l/Jt of a compact riemannian manifold At implies that the
fundaIl1ental group, 1ft (M), grows sub-exponentially; but perhaps more interesting, if
1f1 ( M) is fi ni te then it follows frol11 results of Gromov an cl Vom cl in (cf. [21, Theorem
3.2]), that htop = 0 ill1plies that the loop space homology of the Inanifold grows
sub-exponentially. In particular M is rationally elliptic (cL [12]) j a very restrictive
property. Thus a natural approach to the problenl of finding t.opological restrictions
on nlanifolds with cOlllpletely integrable geodesie flows is to investigate the vanishing
of the topological entropy of 'l/Jt. In a more general setting the relevant question
is: does the topological entropy of a cOlnplet.ely int.egrable Hamiltonian vanish? In
[21, 22] we showecl that the topological entropy vanishes in t.he case of a collective
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integrable systenl [13J (collective complete integrability includes the Thim method
[26]), and it is the purpose of the present paper to investigate further this matter.

We will show that if the first integrals verify a rather "generic" condition, then the
topological entropy of the Hamiltonian flow on any compact invariant set vanishes
(cf. Theorem 2.2). We will also show that if for some point p E M, the geodesic flow
of M admits action-angle coordinates with singularities in a neighborhood of every
vector in the unit sphere at ]1, then M is Z-elliptic [9] (cl. Theorem 2.5).

2 Definitions and statement 0/ results

We will always asStllne that all Hamiltonians vcctor fields are complete and that all
our objects are Coo.

Let (X, w) be a sYlnplectic 2n-dimensional manifold with Poisson bracket { , }
and let H : X --+- R a smooth (i.e. Coo) Hamiltonian with associated Halniltonian
vector field ~H. The Hamiltonian 11 is said 1.0 be conlpletely integrable if tohere exist
n Sillooth functions (calIed first int,egrals) 11,"" In defined on X so that:
(i) {li, Ij} = 0 i, j = 1, , n
(i i) {li, H} = 0 i = 1, , n
(iii) the functions 11, ... , In are funct.ionally independent alnlost. everywhere, i.e., there
exists an open set X' c X whose cornpleInent has zero Ineasure so that d/1 , ... , dln
are linearly independent for each point in X'.

Frequently oue finds in the literature adefinition of complctcly integrability that
differs sligthly frOlll the previous one in the sense that in condition (iii) one only
asks for the set X' to be dense. In the real analytic category the two conditions are
equivalent.

Set now F := (11, ... , In) : X --+- Rn. As it is weH kuown t.he flow of ~H leaves the
level sets F-1(c) invariant and if c is regular value of F anel P-l(C) is compact, then
t he connected COlllponents of F-1

( c) are n-di mensional tori Tn and in a neighborhood
of these tori there exists a canonical coordinate syst.em (1,0), 0 E Tn, I E Rn such
that H is a function only of the Tl variables 1 = (11, ... , In). This implies that the flow
of ~H is periodic or quasi-periodic on the n-tori elefined by 1 = const. The coordinates
(1, B) are called action-angle coordinates. The previous result was proved by Arnold
[2] under certain conditions, Jater renloved by Jost [16] (see also [1, 6, 20]).

A crucial asSlllllptioIl for the cxistence of action-angle coordinates is that c is a
regular value of F. One eould ask then : how is the dynanlies of ~H on the singular
set i.e, on the complelllent of X'? Can the flow of ~H generate positive topological
entropyon the singular set? For arbit.rary completely integrable smooth Hamiltonians
there is, apriori, no reason to expect an uncomplicated behaviour of the flow of eH
on the singular set, however the author knows of no exalnple that exhibits positive
topological entropy (in [18] there are examples of geodesie flows on surfaces with
genus ~ 2 that possess a first integral independent of the energy integral on an open
set X' but X' is not even dense).
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For a. real analytic cOlupletely integrable Hamiltonian it is reasonable to expect
the vanishing of the topological entropy on the singular set. This is the case if the
symplectic manifolel has dimension 4 (this a consequence of results of Katok anel
Moser cL [23]), however as far as we know the general case remains open.

Let us now describe our results. Let X be a symplectic 2n-dimensional manifold,
let H be a completely integrable smooth Hamiltonian and let F = (11, , In). For
each point x E X consider O(x), the orbit of x under the flows of ~ft, , ein and
suppose that the rank of dFx is k. Then without loss of generality we can ar.;sume that
eh, ... ,ef;; are linearly independent at x (and thus they will be linearly independent
for every point iIl (] ( x)). Associated wi th 0 (x) we can define a Lic algebra F as
follows

F = {g E COO(O(x)): {Ii,g} = °i = 1, ... ,n},

where COO(CJ(x)) denotes the set of 8011 slnooth functions that are defined on some
neighborhood of O(x). One ea"ily checks that any two functions in F are in involution
[15, Prop. 2.1] (in the latter reference the setting is real analytic hut analyticity is
not needed for the previously nlentioned propert.y).

Since ~h' ... ' eh are linearly independent at x we can introduce [1] symplectic
coordinates (u,v,z) with (u,v) E R2k and z E R 2

m (m+ k = n) in a neighborhood
U of x = (0,0,0) such that in these coordintes we have:

I.(u, v, z) = Vi i = 1, ... , k,

k m

W = E dUi /\ dVi + L dei /\ dryi Z = ((, 7J).
i=1 .=1

Respect to these coordinates a function 9 belongs to :F if anel only if 9 is indepen
dent of u. For the following definition see also [15, Def. 2.3].

Definition 2.1 The orbit O(x) is said to be non-degenera.te if there exists 9 E F
such that gz(O, 0) = 0 and 9zz (0,0) is an invertible matrix.

We will say that H is completely integrable with Ilon-degenerate first integrals if
every orbit O(x) is non-degenentte in the sense we defioed above.

The definition is independent of the choice of coordinat.e systeln since it can be
refornlulated in a more intrinsec language as folIows. Set G := (11, ... , Ik) anel consider
locally thesymplecticredllction: 1r: C- 1 (h)nU -+ (C- 1 (h)nU)jRk

, where C(x) = h.
Then O(x) is a nOll-clegenerate orbit if anel ol1ly if for some 9 E F, ~9 has a 0011

degenerate zero at 1r(x), where 9 denotes the function induced by 9 on the symplectic
reduction.

We also observe that Definition 2.1 is void at points x E X for which F is a
sublnersion, hence non-degeneracy is in fact a condition on the first integrals over the
singular set. One can regard non-degeneracy as a fairly "generic assllIllption" on the
first integrals. In fact most of the well known examples verify this condition. For
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instance it is easy to check that non-degeneracy holds in the case of the spherical
penduluffi, the Kowaleskaya top and the Poisson sphere. The geodesic flow on the
n-dinlensional ellipsoid and the Neumann problem also admit non-degenerate first
integrals; this is basically proved in [17, Section 6].

Gur first result is the following:

Theorem 2.2 Let X be a sY11~plectic manifold and lel H be a smooth Hamiltonian.
ASS71112f H is completely integnlble with non.degenerate first integrals. Let ~H be the

HU1niitonian vector field ca1'responding ta Hand lel "pt denote the flow 01 ~H' Let
N ~ X be any con~p(lct sepanlble "pt-invariant subsel. Then the topological entropy

of the fiow "pt IN on N is zero.

Hence from our discussion in the Introduction it follows:

Corollary 2.3 Let M be a compact rientannian manifold whose geodesie flow is cam

pletely integrable with non-degeneratc fi1'st integrals. Then tr) (Al) has sub-exponential
growlh. 11 1r) (M) is fiuite theu the loop space homology 0/ Al, 2:7;;;;) di7n Hi(flM, !(L
grows sub-exponentially for any coefficient field !(.

We should mention that regarding tr) (Al) anel H1 (M, Q) of a cOillpact nlanifold
M with a completely integrable geodesie flow, some very sat.isfactory results have
been obtained by Taimanov [24, 25] using different Inethods from ours. He showecl
in [24] that for real analytic integrable geodesie flows (and more generally for snl00th
geodesic flows with a set of "geometrically sinlple" sInooth first integrals), 1rdM) is
abnost abelian and dirn H t (M, Q) :::; dirn M. Moreover in [25] it is shown that the
rational coholnology ring of M contains a subring which is isol11orphic to the rational
COhOIlIOlogy ring of a torus of dimension equal to dint Ht (M, Q). We refer to [10] for
related resuIts for other nlechanical systems.

Following Felix, Halperin and Thol11as [9], we will say that a sinlply connected
conlpact manifold M is Z-ellipt.ic if thc loop space hOITIology of Al, 2:~=t di'ln Hi(OM, !(),
grows polynomially for any coefficient field J(. Spaces which are Z-elliptic possess
renlarkable topological properties as it is shown in [9], In general it is not known
whether sub-exponential growth implies polynomial growth for the loop space homol
ogy unless the field K has carachteristic zero 01' the carachteristic ]J f:. 0 verifies the
condition p > din;. M where l' is t.he least posit.ive integer such that M has hotTIology
in degree r [14]. As a result we do not know if Corollary 2.3 as well as our previous
results in [21, 22] call be strcngthend to prove that in fact Al is Z-elliptic. Never
theless we will show that Z-ellipticity is a property that must be verified by those
manifolds whose geodesie flows adnlit on a "nice" set action-angle coordinates with
singularities.

Let X be a symplectic ITIanifold of dimension 2n, aod let J1 : X -+ R be a smooth
Halniltonian,
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Definition 2.4 A systelTI of action-angle coordinates with singularities around a
point x E X for the HamiItonian H, consists of an open set U ~ X around x
and a diffeomorphis111 </J : U -+- T k X D 1 X D'J where T k is a k-dimensional torus
with coordinates () = (01, ... ,01.), D1 is a domain of R k containing the origin with
coordinates 1 = (lI, ... ,11.) anel D2 is a domain of R 2

m containing the origin with
coordinates ((,7]) = ((1, ... , (m, 7]1, ... , 7]m), such that
(i) w = </J·wo where Wo = LJ=l dO j 1\ dlj +Lj;;;;1 d(j 1\ 7]j, (k +m = n).
(ii) H 0 </>-1 is a function only of 1}, ... ,11. and T11 ... , Tm with Tj == ((I + 7]J)/2.

The classical action-angle coordinates correspond to m = O. Eliasson, Ho and
Dufour and Molino proved the existence of action-angle coordinates with singularities
for completely integrable syste111S of "elliptic type" (cL [8, p. 9][15, Theorem 2.8][7,
p. 154] for details).

In Section 4 we will show:

Theorem 2.5 Let M be a cornpaet sirnply conneeted riemanni(J.1t manifold. Suppose
ther'e exisis p E M such that for' every veetor in the unit sphere (Li ]J we can introduce
action-angle coordinates with singular'ities fo1' the geodesie flow. Then M is Z-elliptic.

3 Vanishing of the topological entropy

Let X be a symplectic Jnanifolcl anel let H be a smooth Han1iltonian. ASUl11e that His
cOlllpletely integrable with Ilon-degenerate first integrals 11, ... , fn' Set F = (fl, ... , In)
and define

L: r = {x EX: r'ank dFx = k}.

Lemma 3.1 ~k is a sympleetic slJ,brnanifold of dimension 2k.

P1'oof: Fix x E ~k and consider as in Section 2 a symplectic coordinate system
(u, v, z) defined on a neighborhood U of x. It suffices to show t.hat in these coordinates
Un~k = {(u,v,z): z = O}. Observefirst that (u,v,z) E ~k ifand only ifevery
9 E :F verifies gz(v, z) = O. From [15, Prop. 4.1} (no analyticity is needed for this
clainl) it follows that if the orbit is non-degenerate, any 9 E :F verifies gz(v, 0) = 0
and thus {(u,v,z): z = O} ~ U n ~k.

Now let 9 E :F be a function so that 9z(O, 0) = 0 and 9zz(O, 0) is invertible. Hcnce it
is clear that Un Ek ~ {(u, v, z): gz (v, z) = O}, but since 9zz (0,0) is invertible, the set
{ (ll, v, z): gz (v, z) = O} is a Sll100th submanifold of dimension 2k in a neighborhood
of the origin. Thus shrinking the set. U if llecessary, U n ~k = {(u, v, z): z = O} as

. desired. 0
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Observation 3.2 For each point x E X consider the vector space R.(x) obtained by
taking the quotient of I<er dFx by the subspace generated by ~h (x), ... , ~fn (x). Now
observe that the 2-jets of the first integrals whose differential vanishes at x, give rise to
an abelian subalgebraH(x) of the space of quadratic forms on R(x). In t.he local coor
dinates we introduced in Section 2, H( x) is generated by (Ik+l )zz (0,0), ... , (In)zz (0,0).
One easily checks that if H(x) is a Cartan (i.e. maximal) sublagebra of the space of
quadratic forms on R(x) then the orbit O(x) is non-degenerate. Conditions of this
sort were studiecl by Eliasson [8] and were also considered by Desolneaux-Moulis [5].

Before we start we the proof of Theorem 2.2 let us recall a few known facts. Let
X be a symplectic 2n-dimensional manifold; let H be a completely integrable smooth
HaIniltonian anel let F = (/1, ... , In)' Let 1~ denote SOlne connected component of
p-l (c). Then if c is a regular value of Fand 'if;t denotes the ftow of ~H, then 'if;t Il~ is
differentiably conjugate to a translation-type flow on R k X Tn-k [1, Theorem 5.2.24].
A flow <pt : R k X Tn-k -tRk X Tn-k is called a translation-type flow if for some vector
v = (VI, ... , Vn) E Rn we can write:

(Xl + tv}, ... , Xk + f.vk, lh+l + tVk+dmod 1), ... , On + f.vn(mod 1)).

Clearly for k = 0 the ftow is periodic or quasi-periodic.
Recall that an orbit, of a flow "pt is called recurrent if , ~ w(,), where W(i)

denotes the w-limit set of ,. Clearly it follows frOln the definition that a translation
type flow has no recurrent orbits if k =I 0, i.e., if it acts on a non-compact space
(providecl of course, one does not consider the trivial case VI = ... = Vk = 0 in which
the first k coordinates can be ignored).

ProoE oI Theore111 2.2: Using the variational principle of the topological entropy
it suffices to show that if IL is a Borel "prinvariant ergodic probability measure on N
then the metric entropy of the systeITI (N,,,pt INdL) is zero. Considcr as before the
strata l:r as:

l:r = {x EX: 'rank dFx = r}.

Since ~r is 'if;cinvariant for all 0 ~ r :::; n anel 11. is ergoclic, there exists 7'0 aod a
connected component of ~ro that we call ~~o' for which J1'(~~o n N) = 1. 'vVe can
assume without loss of gencrality that flfl, ... ,dITO are linearly independent every
where on ~~ . Let G := (11, ... , Iro) h;o : ~~ ---+ Rro . Once again by ergodicity thereo ~ 0

exists c E Rro so that for SOIlle connected component, I~, of G-l (c) we have that
JL(I~ n N) = 1. By the Poincare Recurrence Theorem [19, Theorem 2.3] the set R of
recurrent orbits of 'if;t on I~ n N ha.-, full measure. Hence it suffices 1.0 show that the
ll1etric entropy of the systeIll (R, 'l/Jt J'g, JL) is zero.

Now by Lemma 3.1 if H is completely integrable with non-degenerate first inte
grals, then the set ~~o is CL sYI11plectic subIllanifold of X of ditnension 2ro. Thus the
Illap G : ~~o ---+ Rro is a subInersion and then it follows from the discussion after
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Observation 3.2 that 1/;t 110 is differentiably conjugate to a translation-type flow on
R k X Tro-k. But if k #- Cl it follows that 1/;t has no recurrence on I~ and thus R
is elnpty which is absurd. Hence k = 0 anel the flow t/Jt on I~ is periodic or quasi
periodic. In either case it is weIl known that the metric entropy of such flow with
respect to any invariant probability measure is zero anel thus the metric entropy of
the system (R,1/;t In, 11.) is zero as desired.

o

4 Z-ellipticity

We briefly describe the idea of the proof of Theorem 2.5. Via ~10rse theory we can
bound the growth of the loop space hOInology by the growth of the volume of the
iterates under the geodesie flow of the unit sphere at p. The existence of action-angle
coordinates with singularities will in1ply that the latter growth is polynOInial.

We start with a prelilninary discussion. Let M be a cOlnpact rien1annian manifold
with geodesie flow 'l/Jt. Let Sp denote the unit sphere at p with canonical measure v.
For each q EMdefine np,),(q) as the number of geodesics connecting panel q with
length < A. Consieler the function

In [3] it was proveel that this integral is weil elefined and

Ip(..\) = fA dt f I dei Av(t) Idv(v),Jo Jsp

(1)

(2)

where Av ( t) : (t/Jtv)l.. -Jo (1/;tv)1. is the unique family of linear maps along the geodesic
defined by v verifying the Jacobi eql1ation with initial conelitions Av(O) = 0 and
A~(O) = Id.

For each v E Sp take the geodesie ex])vtv anel an orthonormal basis {v, e2, ... , en}
in TpM. Consider the Jacobi fields Jj(t) such that Ji(O) = 0, J:(O) = ei. Then

I det Av(t) 1= Vi det < Ji(t), Jj(t) >I· Since

Vi det < Ji(t), J;(t) >I ~II J2(t) 11 ... 11 Jn(t) 11

anel 11 Jj(t) 1I~1I d1/;t I1 we obtain from equation (1)

I p (..\):::; f>' fit f 11 dljJt 11 0
-

1 dv.
Jo Jsp

On the other hand it follows from Morse theory and results of Gromov in [11] (cf.
also [21, p. 115]), that if 7rl (A1) is finite there exists a constant c > 0 depending only
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on the geometry of M so that for .\ 2: 1:

c(>.-1 )

Vol(M) L dirn Hi(r!M, K) ~ Ip (.\).

i=1

Hence if we combine the last equation with equation (2) we obtain:

c(>.-I) 1 I>' [
~ dirn Hi(r!M, !() ::; Vol(M) Jo dt Js

p
11 dljJt lln-l dv. (3)

ProoE oE Theorenl 2.5: Equation (3) implies that ta prove Theorem 2.5 it suffices
to show that 11 d'ljJt 11 is uniformly bounded for each v E Sp by a polynomial in t.

Fix v E Sp and let U anel </> be as in Definition 2.4. Our sett.ing now is X =
TM with the symplect.ic structure obtained by pulling back the canonical symplectic
structure oi T* M by using the rietnannian metric and 1f = ! 11 V 11 2

•

Conelitions (i) anel (ii) in Definition 2.4 ilnply that the ftow </> 0 'ljJt 0 </>-1 of eHor/J-l
is eletennined by the equations (k + m = n):

0". = 8(H 0 rjJ-l) ( k)
) 81,' 1j =0 j=l, ...,~,

J

(
" _ 8(H 0 rjJ-l) . a(H 0 rjJ-l) .
j - a Tlj, 1]j = - a (j (J = 1, ... rn).

Tj Tj

These equations are easily solveel anel the following fonnula for the flow of eHo,p-l IS

obtained:
tjJ 0 1/Jt 0 fjJ-l ((,1], 1,0) =

((cos(w1t) + 1]Sin(wlt), 7]COS(Wlt) - (sin(wlt), I,w2t(rnod 1) + 0),

where
D(I!otjJ-l)

wdI, T) = UT (1, T),

u(H 0 tjJ-l)
W2 (I, T) = aI (1, T).

Thus the differential dfjJ 0 d'ljJt 0 dtjJ-l can be represented by a matrix whose entries
are bounded by linear polynomials in t. Hence there exist const.ants a anel b (that
depend on U) so that for v E U

11 dljJt 11:::; at + b. (4)

Since Sp is compact anel we can introeluce action-angle coordinates with singularities
for every point in Sp, we can cover Sp wit.h a finite nUIllber of Rets for which the bounel
(4) holeIs aDel thus 11 d"pt 11 can be bouneled uniformly in Sp by a linear polynomial in
t as desired"

o
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5 Final remarks

Corollary 2.3 also holds for a more general dass of Hamiltonian systems on cotangent
bundles. It is sufficient to assurne that H is optical (ar canvex) i.e. J/ has positive
definite Hessian restricted to the fibres of T* M. For such Hamiltonians the vanishing
of the topological entropy of the flow restricted to an appropiate energy level imposses
the same topological restrictions on the loop space homology as for the geodesic flow
case.

It would be very interesting to investigate under which conditions a completely
integrable Hamiltonian cau be approximated by another with non-degenerate first
integrals. A statement of this sort, combined with the fact that optical Hamiltonians
are rough, will imply that Corollary 2.3 also holds for a much larger dass of systems.
This idea was in fact what motivated the author to consider non-degenerate systems
in the sense of Definition 2.1.
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